Never Give Up

Micah Taylor My first love. My first time.
My first heartbreak. Letting him in was
easy. Forgetting him was damn near
impossible.
Five years have now
passednever forgetting. Five long years that
couldnt erasehis memoriesmy regrets.
Now hes back! What happens when the
heartbreak of the past discovers your most
guarded secret? ITS THE MOMENT
THAT CHANGES EVERYTHING! Lies
are told, secrets are exposed, and the
heartache of the past force me to reveal the
most sacred part of my soul. The day I
feared the most was now upon me. How
can I survive this yet again, losing him
once was bad enoughlosing him a second
time would destroy me. I do the only
thing I can... Im Elsa Winters, and this is
my story! Be advised this book is for
mature audiences.
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